Nowadays is possible to notice that the Scientifics Events and Culturals Central of the Anna Nery School of Nursing, as responsible for the production of the Anna Nery School of Nursing Journal, survives among the net of obstacles originated, above of all, from the turbulent social, political and economical context that is presented in the Brazilian State, as well as the incipient valorization of the Public Educational Intitution and its workers.

And in this context we know that the Journal, in its seven years of existence, has been trough different challenges to assure the quality of the scientific production faced to the contemporary problems. We also add yet the fact of the assistencial nurses and nursing professors that encounter themselves daily with significant challenges to materialize their wishes and needs of seeing their articles in this Journal, front of, for example, to the demand of the intensive and extensive work schedule, which may difficult the construction of an individual and collective scientific production in the institutional field.

In this way, it makes necessary to build and rebuild new and socialized political ways based in the valorization of the scientific production of the Brazilian nursing, in the (re) creation of optimized directions of national and international partnerships and in the opportunity of a permanent contribution to the communication of know, the presentation of the research and its results and the description of reflexions that interests every nursing professionals.

We need to recognize, then, that the Journal shows itself in an absolutely strategic way in the contribution of the generation and disclosure of publications that could assure the diffusion of knowledge produced in the nursing field, in the construction of the reflexive-critical tough about the public politics of health, in the political-professional qualification and primordially to make sure the singularity and the identity of a profession which is full in the art of the human beings’ care. And that’s the reason why the nursing reveals itself as an indicator of educational quality, to promote the improvement of the profession, favouring the opportunity of the socialization of the sciences finds in nursing to make stronger the universitarian institution itself in an academic way.

Trough this overflowing, first it must be saliented the persistent will and the incessant work of everyone who dedicates their professional lives to the production of our Journal with responsibility and social obligation. Is necessary to registrate that the work staff of the Journal is able to answer politically to the challenges imposed and to assure the credibility of the scientific production in nursing here published.

In this moment we understand that the better, the most esthetical, ethical, effective and efficient emancipated action that could attempt the optimization of an instrument of Nursing communication is by a creative, co-operative, coherent, and dynamic collective movement way to stimulate the nursing scientific production. However to this continued improvement process becomes possible, is necessary that the people learn to think and to act incessantly with the optimist, as well as a permanent conscientious selfcriticism, with selfknowledge, responsibility and mutual respect.

We need to live with less contradiction, prejudice, search for a status, unproductive conflicts, uneasiness and anxieties peculiar of the postmodernity. Certainly, the renovation of some ideological and philosofical toughs, projected in some cultural values around of a productive and healthy life must implicates in improvements of the quality of our nursing general productions. We must also to aggregate the attendance of the economical, technological, cultural changes as well as of the quotidian.
to increase the opportunities and possibilities of think and to implant important studies about the nursing and society intersection, searching for what is emergent, controversial and innovator.

In this way, this number of the Journal shows the effort attempted by assistential nurses and nursing professors to socialize the knowledge and to disclose their intellectual productions to the nursing scientific community. We make clear, then, that most of the articles presented in this number are of the Nursing, Woman Health and Hospital Nursing field, arising yet another studies in the mental health field, ethics and professional formation.

We also would like to take the opportunity to wish to every Journal’s authors and readers, PEACE and Quality of Nursing Living in the historical path of each one’s life.
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